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Executive Summary 

RIT has a long history of addressing its modest persistence and graduation rates.   

The 1984 Retention Report of the Long Range Planning Committee of the RIT Policy Council 

stated that “we [RIT] graduate approximately 50% of the cohort groups entering as freshmen.”  

The 1994 Strategic Plan addressed the issue of retention.  Retention Task Force Reports were 

written in 2000, and again in 2003.  The 2004 Strategic Plan addressed the issues of student 

success and timely graduation.  Two Tiger Teams were assembled in 2008 to develop 

recommendations for the retention and graduation rate improvements for the campus as a 

whole and for AALANA students.  The most current strategic plan includes annual goals for 

graduation rates that chart progress toward a 72% six-year graduation rate in FY2015.   

Based on all of the above task force reports and strategic plans, much has been done to 

improve and enhance advising, academic and emotional support services, student life, facilities, 

campus spirit, and more.  Despite all of these efforts, RIT’s most recent six-year graduation rate 

(for freshman cohort entering in fall, 2007) was 66%; a 16 percentage point improvement in 29 

years or a little more than one-half of one percentage point a year. At that rate, it will take us 

approximately 11 years to reach our goal of a 72% six-year graduation rate.    

There is little disagreement that RIT’s freshman graduation rate is lower than we would like, 

and lower than it should be given the quality of our incoming students.  We also recognize that 

our graduation rate will receive greater and greater scrutiny of students, parents, governments, 

and other outside agencies.  We believe that now is the time for RIT to commit itself and hold 

itself accountable to significantly higher rates of on-time graduation – defined as completing 

four-year programs in four years, and five-year programs in five years.   
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Task Force Recommendation:  

Create a culture of on-time graduation* by improving university communications and internal 

systems necessary to implement and sustain it.  

*On-time graduation as defined by a program’s curricular outline (i.e. , completing two-year 

programs in two years, three year programs in three years, four-year programs in four years, or 

five-year programs in five years.   

 

Supporting Action #1: The Board of Trustees and President reaffirm that on-time 

graduation is an unequivocal and attainable goal within the 

decade of the next strategic plan. 

Supporting Action # 2: The President and Vice Presidents establish a concerted campus 

drive to prioritize on- time graduation 

Supporting Action # 3: Provost regularly reviews with Deans the current data on  

persistence and graduation rates by college/academic program. 

Reaffirm the need for taking tactical and supporting actions to 

raise the graduation rate of students already enrolled because 

that is the most critical metric of student success.  

Supporting Action #4: Deans and Department Heads set new targets and communicate 

with faculty and advisors those tactical actions necessary for 

improving graduation rates by academic program. 

Supporting Action #5:  VPs will operationalize RIT’s commitment to on-time graduation 

with all staff especially those in direct student support areas:  

academic advisors, academic and emotional/psychological 

support services, financial and career services. 

Supporting Action #6:  Reward graduation rate improvements in the colleges and in 

departments. Recognize and widely share best practices, new 

ideas, and procedural collaborations that render desired results. 

Tactical Action #1:  Review and revise scheduling policies and procedures where necessary to 

identify critical paths to graduation and ensure that students are able to get required courses 

a. Incorporate the results of mandatory outreach by departments (see Tactical Action 

#8 below) and adjust course scheduling as appropriate.  
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Tactical Action #2:  Review and revise where necessary academic policies and procedures that 

may create unnecessary delays to on-time graduation  

Supporting Example:  Currently, RIT policy D05.0 states minimum passing grade is D. Students 

earning a D grade cannot progress in many of their courses, especially those requiring pre-

requisites.  

 

There is a direct correlation between the length of time it takes a student to progress through 

critical path courses and RIT’s current 66% graduation rate. Semester transition is likely to 

result in even fewer successful completions: 

 QUARTERS SEMESTERS 

Nominal number of  terms for on time 
graduation 

12 terms  
(4 AY) 

8 terms 
(4 AY) 

Typical Course Sequence requiring pre-
requisites 

7 to 9 
quarters 

6 to 7 
semesters 

Slack time available  before critical path 
is interrupted 

5 to 3  
quarters 

2 to 1 
semesters 

 

In the quarter system, a program consisting of four academic years of study was comprised of 

twelve academic terms on campus. Cursory review of several programs indicates that it was 

common for certain programs to have a critical path ranging from 7 to 9 terms. For example, in 

a mechanical engineering curriculum under quarters, one typical course sequence might consist 

of this chain of eight courses: (1) Calculus 1 (2) University Physics I (3) Statics (4) Mechanics (5) 

Dynamics (6) Design of Machine Elements (7) Sr Design I (8) Sr Design II. If a student encounters 

a difficulty in one or more courses, and accounting for frequency of course offerings during a 

year, then there is a "slack" of 4 terms that permit a student to catch up. Conversely, under a 

semester variation of the curriculum, if the course chain remained at eight courses in sequence, 

there would be no slack for a student to get caught up following a setback. It appears that most 

programs have reduced the length of their longest chain of courses during the conversion from 

quarters to semesters. However, the amount of slack time present as a percentage of the 

program length may have actually decreased in several key areas. 

Tactical Action #3:  Mandatory use of early alert by faculty   See Student Success Tiger Team 

Recommendation 10.a 

a. Follow up by mid-semester by advisors in cases where D or F is imminent 

Tactical Action #4:  Create mandatory no-tuition or low-tuition trailer recovery sections during 

intersession for all first-year “gateway” courses (courses that require a grade of ‘C’ or better to 

take the next course in the sequence)  See Student Success Tiger Team Recommendation 23.a   
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a. Provide sufficient number of seats to accommodate students receiving a D 

b. Alternative: Change prerequisite policy, but if student receives a D in course, make 

supplemental instruction and tutoring mandatory for next course in sequence 

Tactical Action #5: For students receiving DFW in first or second semester of first year: 

b. Mandatory intercession attendance or alternative for “gateway” course 

c. Mandatory meeting to determine root cause(s)  

d. Create plan to address root cause(s) 

e. Create credit recovery plan  

f. Follow up with students to ensure adherence to recovery plan 

See Student Success Tiger Team Recommendation 3.e   

 (Note: 1999-2007 data indicated the likelihood of graduation is only 52% when a student has 

earned DFW in their first year at RIT. It is assumed the impact of DFW remains the same 2008-

2013 because graduation rates haven’t changed significantly. ) 

Tactical Action #6: For students placed on academic probation  

a. Mandatory meeting to determine root cause(s) 

b. Create plan to address root cause(s) 

c. Create credit recovery plan, if necessary 

d. Follow up with students to ensure adherence to recovery plan 

e. Mandatory course focused on time management, note taking, study habits, etc. 

See Student Success Tiger Team Recommendation 3.f 

 

Tactical Action #7: Advisor reviewed and approved degree audit at the end of year to identify 

any gaps between credit hours earned and credit hours attempted ≥ 4 

a. Mandatory meeting to determine root cause (s) 

b. Create credit recovery plan (including courses online while on co-op) 

c. Follow up with students to ensure adherence to recovery plan  

d. Follow up with students to ensure adherence to plan 

See Student Success Tiger Team Recommendation 3.g  and Enrollment and Registration 

Dashboard Taskforce Recommendation #6 
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Tactical Action #8: For students registered current term; not pre-registered for next term, or 

registered full-time in the current term; pre-registered only part-time for next term 

a. Mandatory outreach by department to determine root cause 

b. Address root cause, if appropriate   

See Enrollment and Registration Dashboard Taskforce Recommendation #1 

Tactical Action #9: Mandatory post-certification follow by every department for non-certified 

students including plan to complete remaining requirements 

a. Continue high credit hours, non-registrant outreach  

See Enrollment and Registration Dashboard Taskforce Recommendation #2 

Tactical Action #10: Mandatory outreach with students on LOA  

See Enrollment and Registration Dashboard Taskforce Recommendation #5 

 

Other ideas/recommendations for consideration: 

 Departments that achieve increases in graduation rate should be rewarded by reducing or 

maintaining a flat freshman class size. This is in contrast to the current practice where 

increases in retention and graduation rates effectively penalize a department since no 

incremental resources are provided and the incoming class size remains constant or 

increases.  

 Pilot a program wherein students who successfully complete two full years on campus may 

enter the work force for extended 9 month long co-op blocks, (supported by on-line 

learning of 2 courses) followed by 3 months residency on campus each summer (3 courses 

on campus) for four or five years. This may decrease the financial debt load that a student 

experiences, resulting in an increase in 6 and 7 year graduation rate. This provides students 

with a capacity to take more than enough courses to satisfy degree requirements 

 Provide up to two (2) free online courses for all students on co-op, internships, or clinical 

rotations 

 Examine the possibility of three-academic-year plans for students entering with sufficient 

credits 

 Expand tutoring services 

 Provide degree audit training for students  

 Special programming (advising, support services, etc.) for first-generation and Pell grant 

recipients 

 Review of course w/d policy  
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 Review of other schools’ policies/expectations satisfactory progress towards degree 

completion (i.e. student needs to earn x % of credits attempted), etc.  

Conclusion: 

Much like the academic calendar, poor or modest retention and graduation rates at RIT are 

issues that have received periodic attention for a long time, but a pointed focus on on-time 

graduation has yet to be fully addressed.  At this point, RIT must build a culture committed to 

on-time graduation.  Many of the pieces to achieve this have been put in place:  

 Advisement has grown and been enhanced  

 Support services for academic and emotional intervention have been strengthened 

 Student life that provides a vibrant connected community has been improved 

 Campus infrastructure has been upgraded:  new SIS,  data warehouse, semester 

implementation, Early Alerts, new program portfolio and soon a new degree audit 

system 

It is now time to focus RIT on fulfillment of our moral and ethical obligation to our students, on-

time graduation.  Doing so will also allow RIT to decrease dependency on growing new student 

enrollment, while simultaneously enabling us to raise the quality of new students admitted. 

Pursued in concert and with strategic intention, these actions will further enhance RIT’s brand. 


